DISSOLVE INEQUALITY MUSIC SUMMIT

@ MIT FREE AND OPEN TO THE PUBLIC

March 16 (W)
MIT, Room 4-237

What can music teach us about reducing inequalities: gender, racial, economic, and more?

2pm Musicians Keynote Panel

Shing02 (emcee from Japan)
Flash (emcee with NBS)
Amy Bellamy (piano, with The A-Beez)

3-5pm Ignite Talks & Discussion

Nancy Baym
Microsoft Research
Toshiya Ueno
Wako U (Japan)
Sandy Alexandre
Literature, MIT
Eva Heinstein
New England Conservatory
Ian Condry
Global Studies, MIT

After party w/
Shing02
N.B.S.
The A-Beez
Toshiya the Tribal
and more
@ Middlesex Lounge
315 Mass Ave.
8-midnite
RSVP: dissolve@mit.edu
required under 21
recommended for all
limited capacity

tinyurl.com/dissolvemusic

Contact: Prof. Ian Condry (GSL)
condry@mit.edu

Special thanks: SHASS Dean's Fund, GSL,
MIT Cool Japan, and MIT Japan